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We prove that some central problems in computational linear algebra are in the 
complexity class RNC’ that is solvable by uniform families of probabilistic bool- 
ean circuits of logarithmic depth and polynomial size. In particular, we first show 
that computing the solution of n x n linear systems in the form x = Bx + c, with 
[[B11- 5 1 - n-‘, k = O(l), in the fixed precision model (i.e., computing d = O(1) 
digits of the result) is in RNC’; then we prove that the case of general n x n linear 
systems Ax = b, with both l/All- and Ilb[I, bounded by polynomials in n, can be 
reduced to the special case mentioned before. o tss~ Academic PESS, I~C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Solving a system of linear equations and computing the inverse of a 
matrix are central problems in linear algebra, and hence it is of great 
interest to investigate their parallel complexity. Since the work of Csanky 
(1976), it is known that these problems can be solved, over fields of 
characteristic 0, in time O(log2 n) using O(n4) processors (all the loga- 
rithms in this paper are to the base 2). Csanky’s algorithm is based on the 
Leverrier’s method for computing the coefficients cl, . . . , c, of the 
characteristic polynomial of an n x n matrix A, and on the Cayley- 
Hamilton theorem, from which a formula for A-’ can immediately be 
derived, i.e., 
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A-’ = A”-’ + c,A”-* + . . . + c,-*A + c,-,Z 
Cll 
The work of Csanky has been later improved by various authors, in the 
following sense. First of all, algorithms have been exhibited that achieve 
the same time performance but which work over arbitrary fields (see 
Borodin, von iur Gathen, and Hopcroft, 1982, and Berkowitz, 1984). 
Second, the above mentioned problems have been shown to be equivalent 
under appropriate notions of reduction (cf. von zur Gathen, 1986). Third, 
it has been proved that matrix inversion and related problems belong to 
the complexity class NC?, that is they can be solved by uniform boolean 
circuit families of @log* n) depth and no(r) size (see Cook, 1985, and 
Borodin, Cook, and Pippenger, 1983). Note that this last result is by no 
means obvious. In fact, while in Csanky’s and subsequent works the 
model of computation adopted charged unit cost for the basic arithmetic 
operations, within the boolean model the time cost of the arithmetic oper- 
ations involving n bit numbers is fl(log n). 
In Codenotti and Flandoli (1989) it is shown that, under the real number 
model of computation (i.e., assuming unit cost for the arithmetic opera- 
tions over the reals), the solution of an n x n linear system can be com- 
puted, up to a given probabilistic error, in time U(log n) using a polyno- 
mial (in n) number of processors. This, however, is not sufficient to 
conclude that matrix inversion is in RNC’. 
In this paper we adopt the computational model of the boolean circuits 
and consider the problem of approximating the solution of linear systems 
Ax = b such that llA1/2 5 nk,llAe11j2 5 nh, and )1bj12 5 np, with k, h, p = O(1). 
(Throughout this paper ~~~~~2 denotes the spectral norm of either vectors or 
matrices, while I($, stands for the max norm.) We prove that, given a fixed 
precision d, an approximate solution can be produced by a circuit of O(log 
n) depth and no(i) size with error bounded by 2-d with high probability. 
The relevance of the present work follows from the fact that the determi- 
nistic algorithms mentioned above have time cost O(log n log log n) under 
the fixed precision model. 
The outline of the paper is the following. We first propose an algorithm 
for solving linear systems written in the form x = Bx + c, with ll~ll~ 5 1 - 
l/n@‘) and llcllm I nqi) (Section 2). We then exhibit a probabilistic PRAM 
with polynomially many processors which computes the “approximate” 
solution of these systems in @log n) time (Section 3). We show that @log 
n) bits are sufficient to represent data in order to compute the result with 
error bounded by 2-d, d = O(l), with very high probability, and prove that 
the above PRAM has an RNCl implementation (Section 4). Finally, we 
show that the problem of solving a general n x n linear system of the form 
Ax = b, with llA112, llA-1ll 2, and llcll~ bounded by polynomials in n, is NC’ 
reducible to that of solving x = Bx + c, llBjlrn 5 1 - l/n@‘) (Section 5). 
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In Bojanczyk (1984) it is shown that, in presence of numerical errors 
and using a t bit mantissa floating point arithmetic, where t = O(log e-l + 
log cond (A)), Newton’s iterations can be used to compute an e-approxi- 
mation to the inverse of a real matrix in deterministic time O(log t). 
Bojanczyk’s result could appear stronger than ours. However, the O(log 
t) upper bound holds asymptotically with E (i.e., as E + 0). In other 
words, given the fixed order n of the matrix, Bojanczyk studies the cost of 
matrix inversion as a function of the error bound E. On the contrary, we 
assume that the threshold E is fixed and study the cost of the algorithms as 
a function of the problem size II. It is easy to see that, within our computa- 
tion model, Bojanczyk’s algorithm has cost O(log n log log n). 
We conclude this section with a quick remark on the RNC complexity 
classes. We recall that, for an integer k 2 1, the class NCk contains the 
problems solvable by uniform families of boolean circuits of logkn depth 
and no(l) size, where n is the number of input bits. The corresponding 
randomized class (i.e., RNCk) is defined as the set of problems solvable by 
uniform families of probabilistic boolean circuits of logkn depth and nqi) 
size. A probabilistic boolean circuit is a boolean circuit that, besides the 
ordinary inputs, has coin tossing inputs, say no(‘) such inputs (see Karp 
and Ramachandran, 1990). Clearly, for a problem to belong to RNCk it is 
required that the output produced by the probabilistic circuits be bounded 
somehow. In case of approximation problems, like the ones we are con- 
cerned in this paper, we require that the circuit outputs a given number t 
of correct bits with fixed probability 6 > l/2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the problem of solving an n x n linear system in the form x = 
Bx + c, with llBllrn I 1 - rzwk < 1 and llcllm 5 nh, k, h = O(1). It is well 
known that the solution x can be expressed as an infinite series x = c + Bc 
+ B*c + . . . . Let R be a positive integer that we assume is bounded 
above by a polynomial in the input size II, and let xR = xR(B, c) = BRc . . . 
+ Bc + c be the (R + l)-terms truncated series. Assuming unit cost for 
real operations, xR can be naively computed in O(log* n) parallel steps 
with polynomially many processors. Note that, when fully expanded as a 
sum of products, xR involves exponentially many terms in R. The argu- 
ments of Codenotti and Flandoli (1989) show that, with very high proba- 
bility, only polynomially many terms are needed to approximate xR up to a 
given threshold. As the consequence, a circuit of O(log n) depth can be 
devised which computes an approximate solution to x. 
We now quickly review the algorithm of Codenotti and Flandoli (1989). 
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Let x”, denote the mth component of xR, m = 1, . . . , n. It is easy to see 
that 
x”, = 2 C bmi,bi,iz * * * bi,-,i,Ci,* 
IarsR il,...,i, 
(1) 
NOW, let& = sign (bg) and pii = Idol, so that bg = J;jpg, i, j = 1, . . . , n. 
Given that llBllm < 1, we may set ci = diei, with 0 < ei = 1 - Z&i pc I 1. 
Equality (1) can then be rewritten as 
IsrsR il.....i, 
We now consider a finite Markov chain X0, X1, . . . , XR with states 1, 
. . . ) n + 1, and transition probabilities 
Pkl, ifkrnandlln 
P(X,+, = 11X, = k) = I 
I”’ 
ifI=n+landk~n 
(2) 7 ifI=k=n+l 
0, ifk=n+ landlsn. 
A trajectory of the Markov chain is an (R + I)-tuple ( m, il, . . . , i,, n + 1, 
. ..) n + 1 ), r I R, with associated probability 
P((m, i,, . . . 
Pmi,Pili2 * * * Pi,-,i,ei,, ifr<R 
, ir, n + 1, . . . , n + 1)) = 
PmijPi,iz * * * PiR-liR9 ifr=R. 
Let @“, be the random variable defined by 
@!%(m, h, . . . , i,, n + 1, . . . , n + 1)) = 
* * * h,-,i,4, 9 ifr<R 
* * * .&liRCiR 7 ifr=R. 
(3) 
It is easy to see that R(@$ = x”, ; moreover, since I#$ 5 Ilcll.J(l - IIRllm), 
we have 
var (@,R,) = E((@,R,)2) - (E(aQ2 5 JJcJIZ/(l - IIBllaY. 
The above arguments suggest the following simple method for approxi- 
mating the value of X”, . 
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(1) Compute N trajectories o$, . . . , wp (by generating random 
numbers according to (2)); 
(2) compute & = EL’=, @,R,(o$)lN. 
Any @~(o$‘) has the same distribution as the theoretical random variable 
(3), so that, if N is sufficiently large, the average value Z,,, must be close to 
x”,. From the Chebyshev inequality, i.e., 
P{lx!i - f&2-d) < (Var (@J)I(2-2dN), 
it follows that, with N = fI(2 zd 6- n i 2k+2h), the error is greater than 2-d with 
probability <J-L Now, let % = [ai , . . . , &Jr be the vector of the computed 
approximations. We have 
p{II~R - & > 2-d} = P 0 {Ix; - &I >2-9 5 $, PiId - -frnI >2-d). 
m=l 
To obtain P{IIiR L A xllrn > 2-d) < 6, it is sufficient that P{lxE - &,I ~2-~} < 
6/n holds for nr = 1, . . . , n, but this means N = fi(2%-1n2k+2h+‘). 
It remains to show that R is indeed bounded by a polynomial in n. We 
look for an integer R such that llxR - xllm < 2-d. Since llxR - xllm 5 
IIBI~+‘IId- 7 it is sufficient to set 
R 2 _ d + log llXllm + 1 
log IlBllm ’ 
It follows from the assumptions on llBllm that R = fi(dnk+h). 
3. A PROBABILISTIC PRAM THAT COMPUTES THE 
SERIES BRc + . . . + Bc + c 
Based on the arguments of Section 2, we now present a probabilistic 
PRAM with nRN processors which approximates xR in O(log n) time. In 
Section 4 we show that this PRAM can be simulated by probabilistic 
circuits of O(log n) depth and no(l) size. There are two main reasons for 
this section. First, with respect to the circuits the PRAM is a higher level 
implementation of the Monte Carlo algorithm. Second, by observing that 
the program can be generated in space O(log n), we will have a strong 
evidence that the circuits of Section 4 are indeed uniform. 
We recall that a PRAM is a model of a multiprocessor in which any 
processor has access to an unbounded shared memory and to a private 
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local memory. Depending on the particular strategy adopted to handle the 
accesses to the shared memory locations, three submodels are known, 
called EREW, CREW, and CRCW, respectively. In the EREW model 
both concurrent read and concurrent write are forbidden when address 
the same global memory location. In the CREW model only concurrent 
write is forbidden, while in the CRCW model (the strongest one) both 
concurrent read and write are allowed. The PRAM we describe is of the 
CREW type. The program, called R-Power, is depicted in Table I. 
The time complexity of our PRAM is O(max {log n, log R, log N}) on 
nRN processors. We assume that any processor is able to generate ran- 
dom numbers of O(log n) bits in one step (see Karp and Ramachandran, 
1990). The nRN processors are divided into N groups of nR processors 
each. The nR processors of group g, g = 0, . . . , N - 1, randomly 
generate n trajectories o$,‘, m = 0, . . . n - 1, and compute the vector 
wyo’g’) = [a+J$)) ** 9 @t--l(w$?r)]. To do this, any processor is 
assigned to a state s and transition step r of the Markov chain according to 
its processor identifier number (denoted by #P in the program text). The 
program can be logically divided into five phases. In Table Ia a high level 
overview of the program is given. In Table Ib phase 4 is described with all 
the details filled in. We remark that the expression M[(integer)] in the 
program text stands for the common memory cell at address (integer). On 
TABLE Ia 
PROGRAM R-POWER 
INPUT PARAMETER : An n x n matrix B = (b,) stored at address 0; an n vector c 
= (ci) stored at address n2. 
OUTPUT PARAMETER : An n vector f = (ai) stored at address 0. 
PROCESSOR BOUND : P(n) = nRN. 
MEMORY USAGE : M(n) = 2nRN + 3n2 + 2n. 
Begin 
(1) Processor Pin+j computes po = lbol andfu = sign&), i, j = 0, . . . , n - 1, and 
stores results at the addresses 2nRN + in + j and 2nRN + n2 + in + j, respec- 
tively. 
(2)Fori,j=O,..., n - 1, processors Pi, through Pci+l)n-l compute the n prefix sums 
q1 = xi,=,, pn, and store results in the n consecutive cells at address 2(nRN + n2) + 
(3) Eocessor Pi computes ei = 1 - qin and di = ci/ei, i = 0, . . . n - 1 and places 
them in the cells at addresses 2nRN + 3n2 + i and 2nRN + in2 + n’+ i, respec- 
tivel y . 
(4) For k = 0, . . . , N - 1, processors PnRt through PnRCk+l)-l compute the vector 
@‘R(d)) = [@%(wp, . . . , @~-i(o~!,)], where oj”, j = 0, . . . n - 1, is a trajectory 
of the Markov chain with states (0, . . . , n} and transition probabilities given by 
(2), and store results at the addresses nRk + j, j = 0, . . . n - 1. 
(5) For j = 0, . . . n - 1, processors PnRk+jr k=O,...,N-l,computeZj=(l/N) 
XEi’ @f(o$), and store the result in cell j. 
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TABLE Ib 
DETAILEDIMPLEMENTATION OFPHASE ~OFPWGRAMR-POWER 
INPUT PARAMETER : qii, di, ei and& (see steps 1 and 3). 
OUTPUT PARAMETER : @T(ojk’), stored at address nRk + j, k = 0, . . . , N - 1, 
j = 0, . . . , n - 1. 
PROCESSOR BOUND : P(n) = nRN. 
MEMORY USAGE : M(n) = 2nRN. 
besin 
k+#Pdiv(nxR); I* Compute processor 
b+nXRxk; /* dependent constants. 
s+(#P-b)modn; /* A processor simulates a state s 
r+(#P-b)divn; /* at a transition step r. 
y +rundom(f+ 1) div 2f+‘; /* random(b) returns a sequence of b coin 
/* tossing bits. f=dt 1 trlog ~1. 
Find the minimum h such that qs,h-l 5 y < qSh (assume qS,-, = 0, q,,, = 1) 
if(h=n)or(r=R- 1)then 
M[2x#P+l]cO /* 0 marks the end of a trajectory. 
elseM[2x#P+l]+#P-s+n+h; I* The common memory cell at the 
/* address #P-s+n+h contains the 
ifM[2x#P+l]=Otbenbe& 
ifr=R-ltbenM[2x#P]+c, 
else M[2 x #PI + d, end 
ek itf [2 x #P] + fsh ; 
whileM[2x#P+l]#Odobegin 
M[2 x #PI +M[2 x #PI x M[2 x M[2 x #P + 
M[2x#P+1ltM[2xM[2x#P+1]+1] 
end 
end; 
111; 
/* number of the next processor 
/* in the trajectory. 
I’ Last processor? 
/* Case of r=R- I (see (3)). 
/* Case of r<R- I (see (3)). 
/* For [log Rl steps do the following 
/* compute the partial product, 
I* join tbe WCC of the succ. 
the other hand, lowercase letters denote local memory variables. Finally, 
for simplicity of notation, the indices of vectors and matrices range from 0 
to n - 1, while the time steps and the states of the Markov chain range 
from 0 to N - 1 and from 0 to R - 1, respectively. 
We conclude this section with some further remarks on the constants 
hidden in the asymptotic complexity of R-Power. For what concerns 
time, the constant is reasonably small. In fact we have log R = (k + h) log 
n and log N = (2k f 2h + 1) log n. On the other hand, the constant in the 
expression of the number of processor can be very large (even for moder- 
ate values of the precision d). This is mainly due to the generality (hence, 
weakness) of the Chebyshev inequality, which applies to every random 
variable whose variance can be estimated. We finally remark that the 
overall complexity result can be better expressed in terms of the product 
TP = time x number-of-processors. We then have TP(n) = O(nRN log n). 
By simple program inspection, it is not difficult to see that the load given 
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by the constants can be balanced by trading processors for time (still 
maintaining the O(log n) time). 
4. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 
We now prove that the PRAM of Section 3 can be simulated by an 
RNC’ circuit family, provided that the number d of exact digits in the 
result is a constant with respect to the size n of the problem. We first 
prove two lemmas. 
LEMMAI. Let x = Bx + c be un n X n linear systems with l/B1lm 5 1 - 
nmk < 1 and llcllm 5 n “, k, h = O(1). If d = O(l), then an arithmetic with 
O(log n) digits is sufficient to compute, according to the algorithm R- 
Power, the vector xR = BRc + . . . + Bc + c up to an error bounded by 2-d 
with high probability. Moreover, the number of processors is bounded by 
a polynomial in n. 
Proof. Let % = (l/N) ZEi* @R(~(k)) be the vector computed by the 
algorithm R-Power. We know that, if N 2 22(d+1)6-1n2k+2h+1, then 
P{II% - XRI(, > 2-cd+‘)} < 6 
(see Section 2). Let fix (i.f), i, f E N denote the fixed precision model. 
This means that, if x E fix (i. f), then x = El:=,, xj2j + Xi=, x.+2-k, where 
x-ck E (0, 1). We study how big i and f have to be for the absolute error 
112 - xRIJ, to be less than 2-d (with high probability). Let tr (f) be the value 
actually computed in fix (i.f). Clearly, if Iltr(&) - %llrn < 2-(d+1) and 11% - 
xRIlm < 2-td+r) with high probability, then Iltr@) - xR(Im < 2-d with high 
probability. We observe that I@R(~(k+h))l is bounded by nh. Moreover, we 
assume that the fractional parts are truncated to the (d + 1 + r log Nl)th 
bit. It then holds that 
and hence it is sufficient to choose 
i = r(k + h) log n + log ~1 = 2(d + 1) + [log f + (3(k + h) + 1) log n 1 
to represent the integer part of %. For what concerns the fractional part, 
we have 
IIt@ - fll, < N2-(d+WhN = 2-(d+l)+ 
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Hence, if we choose 
f = d + 1 + [log Ni = 3(d + 1) + [log f + (2(k + h) + 1) log n], 
the absolute error Jltr(%) - f(l, is bounded by 2-cd+i). n 
Lemma 1 guarantees that it is sufficient to represent the elements of B 
and c (i.e., the input to the algorithm) as fixed point rational numbers with 
both the integer and the fractional parts O(log n) bits long. 
THEOREM 2. Computing an approximation % to xR = BRc + . . . + Be 
+ c, such that Ik - xRII, < 2-d, d = O(l), has an implementation in RNC’, 
provided that llBllm 5 1 - l/n@‘). 
Proof. We first observe that, using the very same techniques of (Boro- 
din, Cook, and Pippenger, 1983), it can be shown that the sum of fixed 
point numbers has an implementation in NC0 (i.e., is computable in con- 
stant time), and that iterated addition is in NC’. These bounds can be 
obtained using a balanced representation (see Avizienis, 1961; Borodin, 
Cook, and Pippenger, 1983), with conversion from standard binary to 
balanced representations (and vice versa) computable in NC’. We now 
study the time cost of the algorithm R-Power in terms of boolean circuits. 
l Phase 1 of the algorithm can be implemented in depth O(l), since 
absolute value and sign of a fixed point number can be computed in 
constant time. 
l The prefix sums qij, i, j = 0, . . . , n - 1, can be computed in depth 
O(log n) (and polynomial size) by implementing the parallel prefix algo- 
rithm (see Ladner and Fischer, 1980). 
l Inphase3,thevectorse=(eJandd=(dJ,i=O,. . .,n- 1,can 
be computed in time O((log log n)2>, since the arithmetic operations are 
performed on O(log n) bit numbers (by Lemma 1). 
l Phase 4 can be realized by an RNC’ circuit with no(‘) coin tossing 
input bits. The cost is dominated by the computation of the integer h 
satisfying qs,h-l I y < qsh, and by the execution of the while statement. 
For the former, we implement a binary search algorithm. For the latter, 
we observe that each step of this statement costs O(1). In fact, the num- 
bers being multiplied are either 1 or -1 (with the only exception of the 
number associated with the last processor in a trajectory, which is O(log 
n) bits long, by Lemma 1). 
l Phase 5 can be realized by an NC* circuit thanks to the fact that, as 
outlined above, iterated addition has an implementation in NC’. More- 
over, the final division step requires the inversion of an O(log n) bit 
number, and hence can be implemented by a circuit of depth O((log log 
n)*) and logo(‘) n size. 
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As a final remark, we observe that the log space uniformity of the family is 
a direct consequence of the log space uniformity of the PRAM pro- 
gram. n 
5. CASEOFGENERALSYSTEMSANDREDUCTIONS 
We now use the results of Sections 2,3, and 4 to show that the problem 
of solving n x n linear systems in standard form Ax = b, within the fixed 
precision model, is in RNC’, provided that llAllrn, IIA-$,, and llbll- are 
bounded by polynomials in n. 
We begin by showing how to transform a linear system, given in stan- 
dard form, into a system of the type x = Bx + c such that the p(B) I 1 - 
n-‘, for some fixed t. In this section we measure vectors and matrices 
using both the spectral and the max norms. We recall that the following 
relations hold among vector and matrix norms: 
ll#- 5 ll*ll2 5 x4-t IHIm if lljl m and ~~~~~~ are vector norms; 
$g ll*lL 5 II*112 5 fi IHIm if ~~~~~ m and II+ are matrix norms. 
Let Ax = b be a nonsingular n x n linear system such that, for fixed k, 
h, andp, it holds that [[A112 I nk, IIA-$ I nh, and llbll2 5 np. Note that this 
means that the matrix A is not too ill-conditioned, more precisely that 
c-MA) = llA~~2~~A-‘~~2 5 nk+h. We also remark that the elements of both A 
and b can be represented in fix (@log n). O(log n)) with absolute error 
bounded by n-’ < 2-d, for some fixed t and sufficiently large n. 
The following lemma establishes relations among linear systems in 
standard form and systems in the form x = Bx + c. 
LEMMA 3. Let A and b be as above. The n x n linear system Ax = b is 
equivalent to a system x = Bx + c such that jIBI < 1 and Ilcl12 I nk+p+‘. 
Moreover, the transformation from Ax = b to x = Bx + c is NC’ comput- 
able. 
Proof. Given A and b, compute 
(4) 
where (Y > 1. Clearly, the system x = Bx + c is equivalent to Ax = b, and 
the transformation (4) is NC* computable, because both matrix multiplica- 
tion and the computation of II+ are in NC’. Since A is nonsingular, the 
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matrix ATA is positive definite with A,(ATA) = p(ATA) = [/ATAll < 1 
(with h-(Q) we denote the eigenvahre of maximum modulus of the ma- 
trix Q). Moreover, it is easy to see that 
cond2(ATA) = cond:(A) = tyc$ I n2(k+h), 
Ill,” 
and hence that X&ATA) L IIATA112n- 2(k+h). To estimate llBl12 we observe 
that B is positive definite (thus IIB112 = p(B)) and that the spectral radius of 
B is 
1 
p(B) = L,(B) = 1 - al(ATAII, hidATA) S 1 - a[[A:A\l, 11ATAb-2(k+h). 
Finally, using the inequality n-*RII$ 5 ~~~~~2, we obtain 
llB(12 5 1 - (y-ln-l/*-*(k+Ne 
For what concerns c, we have 
IIATbl12 IIAT112bl12 _ 
114 s al(ATAll, 5 allATAll, - o(nk+‘+P)’ 
assuming that IIA~A(I, is bounded from below (say, I]A~A/~, 2 2-2d). n 
Since p(B) C 1, the series c + Be + B*c + . . . converges to the solution 
x of x = Bx + c. Moreover the rate of convergence, given by -log p(B), is 
at most polynomial in n, so that with polynomially many terms of the 
seriesc+Bc+B*c+. . . good approximations can be obtained (the rate 
of convergence gives the number of iterations required to reduce the error 
by a factor 2, that is to obtain one more correct bit of the result). This is 
the first requirement to be satisfied for the algorithm R-Power to be appli- 
cable to the transformed system. However, in case of R-Power an upper 
bound of the type 1 - l/n@‘) is required on the max norm, rather then the 
spectral norm; on the contrary, in general, the max norm of the matrix B 
can be greater than 1. More precisely, it is easy to see that IjBIIm < 1 if and 
only if ATA is strongly diagonally dominant. This fact seems to limit the 
applicability of the Monte Carlo method of the previous section. How- 
ever, we now prove that this is not the case. 
We first observe that the following inequality holds (as a direct conse- 
quence of the triangular inequality). 
llB\lrn i 1 + (Y-‘, 
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and hence that /jZ311m can be made arbitrarily close to 1. We use this fact to 
show that, for a fixed precision d, the solution x of the system x = Bx + c, 
where ~~z?~~~ I 1 + 6 (0 < 6 < 1) can be approximated by solving a related 
system whose coefficient matrix B satisfies llBllrn < 1 - &‘(I). 
LEMMA 4. Let d be a jxed precision, and let 0 < 6 < 1. Let x be the 
solution ofthe n x n linear system x = Bx + c, with B = Z - P, llBllrn 5 1 + 
6 < 2, 2-d 5 11 Z’-$S nk, 2-d I Ilcll2 I nh, /?, k, h = O(1). Finally, let t = l/ 
(1 + 26) and denote by x’ the solution of the system 
x’ = tBx’ + c. 
Then the inequality 
J/x’ - xllm < 2-d 
holds whenever 6 5 y2-dn-4k-2h, y = O(1). Moreover, the max norm of tB 
is bounded above by 1 - n-‘, for a proper constant t. 
Proof. From x = (Z - B)-‘c and x’ = (Z - tB)-‘c it easily follows that 
xr - x = ((Z - tB)-’ - (Z - B)-‘)c. (5) 
Using the identity 
(Z - tB)-’ - (Z - B)-’ = (t - l)(Z - tB)-’ B(Z - B)-’ (6) 
in (5) leads to the following expression for the absolute error 
x’ - x = (t - l)(Z - tB)-’ B(Z - B)-‘c. (7) 
It also follows from (6) that 
[((I - tB)-‘I(:! 5 [](I - B)-‘112 + (1 - t)lI(Z - tWI~#-$~~U - BP112 9 
and hence that 
IlV - tB>-‘112 = II p-‘II2 1 - (1 - t)(l + S)JI P-‘Jl2’ 
From (7) and (8) we obtain 
03) 
JJx’ - Xllm 5 [lx’ - xIJ2 5 IPMl - N1 + 8) 
1 - (1 - t)(l + jj)l~p-l~~2 I~p-‘lM~l=~ 
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Letting the right-hand side of the above inequality be less than 2-d and 
solving for t gives 
IICIIZ IIcll2 
t ’ l + Cd + II~-‘ll2llcll*>cl + 6) - lip-‘ll2lldl2<1 + 6) * 
Since t = l/(1 + 26), we must find values of 6 such that 
1 
1+2E?+ 
II412 ll4l2 
Fd + ll~-‘11211412)u + 6) - II f?l2llcll2(l + 6)’ (9) 
After some simple algebra we obtain that, if 
* < y (l,Pg,,, ) 29 
where the constant y can be chosen 5 l/(8(- + I)), then inequality 
(9) is satisfied. Given the hypotheses on II P-‘/l2 and IIc112, it is then easy to 
verify that the inequality 6 I y2- d n- 4k-2h does hold. Note that 6 can be 
represented in fix (O(log n), O(log n)), and that the computation of l/(1 + 
26) can be carried by an NC1 circuit. For what concerns the max norm of 
tB we have 
lltBl[m = dlB/lrn 5 s 5 1 - n-‘, 
for a properly chosen constant t. w 
Lemma 4 states that the algorithm R-Power is applicable to a system x’ 
= tBx’ + c whose solution in not distinguishable, up to a fixed precision d, 
from the solution of x = Bx + c. 
The above arguments lead to our main result. 
THEOREMS. Within theJixed precision model, solving a linear system 
1 2, pN;lb, with ll&, IlAw II and ]]b]12 bounded by polynomials in n, is in 
COROLLARY 6. Within the jixed precision model, the inversion of a 
matrix A, such that l[Allz I nk, 114112 I nh, k, h = O(l), is in RNC’. 
Proof. To invert A, form the n2 x n2 block diagonal linear system 
diag(A, . . . , A)x = Gel, . . . e,lT, 
where ei is the vector with 1 in the ith entry and 0 elsewhere. Let A = 
diag(A, . . . , A), and 6 = [er , . . . , e,]r. It is plain that ](A(12 = /All2 and 
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11@/1z = IIA-‘lls M oreover I/s][~ = v%. The columns of A-’ can then be 
read off the vector % produced by the Monte Carlo method on Ax = ti. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that JIA-rII, % 2-d (with high probability). w 
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